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ABSTRACT

Subjects judged speech intelligibility using either magnitude estimation, category estimation, or paired comparisons. Speech scores for CID Sentences and NU-6 words were also obtained. The speech was bandpass filtered so that a monotonically increasing intelligibility was predicted by articulation index (AI) theory. The reliability and sensitivity of intelligibility judgments and speech scores were compared. The validity of intelligibility judgments was investigated by comparing judged intelligibility to AI predictions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Psychophysical scaling procedures have been used to investigate the intelligibility and quality of hearing-aid transduced speech. These include the methods of paired comparisons (PC) in which subjects judge which of two stimuli has more or less of the attribute being investigated [4, 8], magnitude estimation (ME) in which subjects choose any positive number to represent the subjective magnitude of the attribute present in the stimulus [9, 10], and category estimation (CE) in which subjects rate their impressions by choosing numbers or adjectives from a fixed range or scale values [1, 5]. Subjects can make judgments of speech intelligibility or quality that differentiate reliably among hearing aids. Subjective judgments may be more sensitive to hearing aid differences and more reliable than speech recognition scores [4, 8, 10].

We investigated the reliability, sensitivity, and validity of speech intelligibility judgments obtained using ME, PC, and CE. Validity was tested by comparing intelligibility judgments to AI predictions. According to AI theory, intelligibility is monotonically related to the articulation index: \[ A = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i, \]

where \( W_i \) describes the importance of each frequency band for speech intelligibility, and \( W_i \) is a weighting function representing the speech dynamic range contributing to intelligibility [6]. Since the exact form of \( W_i \) was not known for our speech, we chose filter settings that produce a monotonically increasing in AI for speech materials spanning the probable range of importance functions [6]. Sensitivity was investigated by determining how well procedures differentiated filter conditions. To assess reliability subjects were tested twice.

2. PROCEDURE

Thirty subjects aged 60-87 years with better than 30 dB HL at 500-2000 Hz were tested. The 60-87 age group was chosen as representative of the majority of hearing aid wearers. Subjects were divided into three groups using ME, CE, and PC, respectively.

The speech was filtered using eight bandpass filter settings: 510-920 Hz, 510-1000 Hz, 510-1100 Hz, 630-1500 Hz, 770-2000 Hz, 700-2000 Hz, 630-2000, and 570-2000 Hz, producing a monotonically increasing in AI for nonsense syllables, easy speech, and average speech [6]. Spectrum density levels were computed for the sentences used for intelligibility judgments, NU-6 words, and CID Sentences. Assuming a +12 to -18 dB dynamic range, the entire signal was audible for all subjects.

Subjects judged the intelligibility of sentences from Grade 8 English texts. A commercial recording of the NU-6 lists was used. Sentences for intelligibility judgments and CID sentences were recorded using a male talker who spoke standard American English. The speech was presented via a TDH-39 earphone.

Half the subjects doing ME and half doing CE were given the CID Sentence test. The remaining subjects in these groups were given the NU-6 test. On each visit subjects make 16 practice and 56 test judgments.

For ME subjects assigned a number to match the intelligibility of the sentence. No modulus was used. For CE subjects used intelligibility using a 20-point scale. Number 1 was marked "very very intelligible" and number 20 was marked "very very unintelligible".

For PC each stimulus was paired twice with every other stimulus, with order randomized. Subject decided which sentence was more intelligible.

Intelligibility was defined as "...how well you understand the sentence".

3. RESULTS

Visit 1 intelligibility judgments are shown in Figs. 1-3. PC preference scores are the number of times that a filter condition was judged more intelligible than the other in the pair. NU-6 and CID word scores are shown in Figs. 5-6. NU-6 phoneme scores were also analysed.

To compare test-retest reliability Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between visit 1 and 2 data for each subject. R values (0.51-0.99) were transformed [2] and the means were compared using a Bonferroni-adjusted significance level. Mean test-retest correlations for ME and CE judgments and NU-6 word and phoneme scores did not differ significantly. ME, CE, and NU-6 correlations were higher than correlations for PC and CID Sentences. Test-retest reliability was also investigated by calculating intraclass correlations between visit 1 and 2 data. Intraclass correlation coefficients show the absolute similarity between pairs of values. There were no differences in intraclass reliability between ME, CE, PC, CE and PC judgments and NU-6 scores were significantly more reliable than CID scores.

Relative sensitivity was investigated by...
valid, intelligibility judgments should be highly correlated with AI rankings of intelligibility for the filter conditions. Even if AI theory is disregarded, an increase in intelligibility is predicted as bandwidth increases across conditions 1 to 3 and 5 to 8. Rank order correlations between the mean intelligibility judgments and the AI rankings were 0.96-1.0. Thus, although individuals confused similar filter conditions, on average there was a monotonic or near-monotonic increase in judged intelligibility across filter conditions, as predicted by AI theory.

4. DISCUSSION
We compared the reliability, sensitivity, and validity of three scaling procedures and two clinical speech recognition tests. Both analyses of test-retest reliability showed that reliability was poorest for CID Sentences. Pearson r values showed that the test-retest reliability of PC judgments was poorer than ME or CE. There were no differences in sensitivity among the scaling or speech recognition measures based on the analysis of rank order correlations. However, the analysis of Pearson correlation coefficients showed that intelligibility judgments and NU-6 scores were more sensitive to differences between conditions than CID Sentence scores, presumably because CID scores showed the most severe onling effect. This is consistent with earlier studies in which speech tests were less sensitive to differences between hearing aids than intelligibility judgments [4, 10].

There were no differences in reliability or sensitivity between NU-6 scores and ME and CE judgments, suggesting that ME or CE could be used instead of speech tests for hearing aid selection. A major advantage of ME and CE procedures over the NU-6 test (and other speech recognition tests) is their efficiency. The high correlations between mean intelligibility judgments and AI rankings of linearity and between mean intelligibility judgments and speech scores suggest that subjects were judging intelligibility and not some other aspect of the speech signal. The good agreement between the data and AI predictions indicate that judgments were primarily based on intelligibility. This is consistent with previous evidence for the validity of intelligibility judgments [1, 3, 5, 7, 8].
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